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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

DHS ISSUES RBC SHIELD CERTIFICATE OF DEV. TEST. & EVAL. DESIGNATION
Major Milestone Towards Final DHS Designation As Qualif ied Anti-Terrorism Tech
Washington DC, Sept. 08, 2011 - On July 27, 2011, the Dept. of Homeland Security (DHS)
formally approved independent test results of the patented RBC Shield® Tiles. This
certif ication validates the RBC Shield® Tiles as a method whereby homeowners, businesses,
schools, command centers, and government offices can easily and economically retrofit
existing spaces and create a shelter-in-place. Once inside the protected space, occupants
are safe from the hazards of radiological, biological, and chemical threats caused by terrorist
acts or industrial accidents.
Test results submitted to the DHS conclusively demonstrated the radiological, biological and
chemical protective capabilities of the RBC Shield® Tiles when installed on a test shelter.
After an extensive review of the structure of the tiles, the method of application, and the test
results from seven independent testing laboratories, the DHS issued RBC Shield, LLC a
Certif icate of Developmental Testing and Evaluation Designation (select "DT&E Designations
for Homeland Security" in the upper left side bar at http://www.safetyact.gov/).
The DHS requires that RBC Shield, LLC must now test the capabilities of consumers or
trained installers to build shelters on their own using instruction manuals or training provided
by RBC Shield, LLC. This testing must be completed and validated before the RBC Shield®
Tiles can obtain final DHS designation as a Qualif ied Anti-terrorism Technology.
RBC Shield, LLC is seeking partners to bring this vital protective technology to world markets
as soon as possible. Learn more about this exciting product at http://www.rbcshield.com.
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